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Green Mountain Unified School District 
Transition Board 

Finance Committee 
Tuesday January 2, 2018 

TRSU, The Roost 
6:00 p.m. 

 
I.  ROLL CALL/CALL TO ORDER: 

Committee: Joseph Fromberger, Marilyn Mahusky, Tonia Fleming, Wayne Wheelock 
Staff: Meg Powden, Chris Adams, George Thomson, Lauren Baker, Katherine Fogg (6:09), Lisa Marks (6:09), 
Jenn Harper (6:13) 
Other Board Members:  
Public: Sara Stowell, Trevor Barlow, Shawn Cunningham 
 
Ms. Mahusky called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 
 

II.  APPROVE AGENDA: 
Mr. Fromberger moved to approve the agenda.  The motion to approve the agenda carried with no opposition. 
  

III. NEW BUSINESS: 
A. Review of 2018-2019 Budget 

Ms. Mahusky noted that at the last meeting, there was a lot of public input and community feedback and she 
invited Ms. Powden to speak about that input and let the committee know if there were any changes made to 
the proposed budget since that meeting.  Ms. Powden spoke about the administrative structure.  She is still 
proposing one principal and 2 deans of students (one for each elementary school).  She explained that the 
reason that she is still proposing that model is that this merging into a single district is a chance for them to 
look at opportunities.  She noted that with one principal overseeing both elementary schools, there is a 
common vision, as well as consistency and continuity.  With the dean of students model, there will be an 
administrator in the building each day.  She noted that this was of particular concern to the people of 
Cavendish and she acknowledged that Mr. Thomson has been at CTES for 29 years and has developed 
wonderful relationships with the families and the community so this is a huge change.  She noted that people 
seem to be feeling a sense of loss with Mr. Thomson’s upcoming retirement.  She is looking at moving the 
education program forward with consistency and a single administrator will help to achieve that.  She noted 
that the dean of students will be primarily responsible for the student management and the day to day 
administration of the school.  She noted that she has not changed her proposal and is still supporting the 
model that she feels is best for the schools. 
 
Ms. Powden noted that during the in-service day today, the nurses met and discussed the medical needs of the 
students and will be preparing a report to give to Ms. Powden by the end of the week and she will review it 
and discuss any potential changes to her proposal at that time.  She also noted that she met with Ms. Carleton 
today and they will be trying to establish a food service committee meeting. 
 
Ms. Mahusky questioned the proposal regarding adding a 3rd grade teacher in CAES, and a proposal to add a 
Spanish teacher for the elementary school, which is part of the Act 46 plan to improve educational 
opportunities.  There was also a proposal for a transportation director, and a co-curricular director.  She noted 
that each of these has a price attached to it.  Ms. Powden noted that they are proposing not to hire a Spanish 
teacher next year given the increase in education spending in this budget.  She noted that the greater need is 
for the 3rd grade teacher at CAES.  She noted that Ms. Fogg will speak more about it when she arrives.  She 
noted that they will also try to increase literacy and math achievement. 
 
Mr. Fromberger noted that they cannot justify running a $75,000 deficit for the food service.  They need to do 
something about it now and he feels that a committee is not going to solve the problem.  Ms. Fleming 
questioned why the cost per pupil is much higher than it was.  She questioned what the administration is 
planning to cut in order to reduce the spending.  Ms. Powden noted that they are trying to cut approximately 
$220,000. 
 
Ms. Fogg noted that the 3/4 combination is challenging, particularly with the Everyday Math curriculum.  
These are large classes.  She noted that they are also seeing more students with needs and many of those 
needs are greater needs than in years prior.  She also noted that there was some concern with the looping 
concept particularly with students moving in and out in that grade level.  She noted that 3rd grade is much 
more difficult than 2nd grade, particularly with the assessments at that level and it becomes difficult to 
manage the 3/4 group and meet all their needs.  There was discussion about offering a looping option might 
make more sense.  Instead of three 3/4 combo classes, there would be 2 3rd grades and 2 4th grades.  Ms. Fogg 



explained that the next 3rd grade class is quite large.  There was discussion about the size of the preschool 
group. 
 
Mr. Wheelock questioned the cost per pupil and noted that when they convinced the voters to merge, the 
proposed cost per pupil was about $14,800, but seeing it now proposed at over $16,000 will be challenging 
for the voters to accept. 
 
Mr. Adams noted that the Affordable Care Act is influencing the costs.  He noted that the support staff at 
CTES and CAES had to be brought up to the level where GMUHS support staff was because they are now 
one entity.  This caused an increase of $200,000 that was not covered in the Act 46 conversations.  He also 
noted that the Health Care recapture accounts for about $100,000 that was unbudgeted.  He noted that they 
level funded the health insurance section, so they are hoping that some of the savings in health care can be 
used for the health care recapture payment.  He noted that in the top line of the revenues, the prior year fund 
balance is about $92,000, but in the proposed 2018-19 budget, the fund balance is 0.  He noted that he has 
reviewed the fund balances and they were over committed in some districts, which ends up in a deficit of 
about $27,172 so they need to build that into the next budget to make up the deficit.  He noted that they were 
trying to get to an average cost of $15,750 per student in the GMUSD.  To do that he thought they needed to 
cut about $244,833 or find additional income.  He noted that these dilemmas have caused them to need to cut 
$272,000.  Ms. Fleming noted that $15,750 is still greater than where they were last year.   
 
Mr. Fromberger noted that the voters will want to know how much the budget is increasing, but if it’s more 
than 3%, it will be shot down directly.  He noted that while he appreciates the explanations, they still need to 
present a budget that the voters will agree to.  There was discussion about the tax rate increasing by 9 cents is 
essentially eating the entire tax incentive that they are getting by merging and then another 1%.  There was 
discussion about the Act 46 piece being approved by most people with the assumption that they were going to 
save money.   
 
Ms. Fogg questioned if they are able to cut the $272,000, what that will mean for a budget increase.  Ms. 
Fleming questioned what the increase represents, specifically as compared to what number.  She questioned 
if the percentage increase is based on what the combined budgets were prior to merger.  Mr. Fromberger 
noted that it would be helpful to compare it to what this budget would have been if they hadn’t done anything 
for Act 46 given the health care recapture, the governor’s tax rate increase and other unanticipated costs.  
There was discussion about the savings that were alluded to when TRSU was created and then not realized.   
 
The committee suggested looking at a budget proposal with no changes in staffing, but with the normal 
salary/benefit increases and the unanticipated expenses and then compare that to this proposal.  Mr. 
Fromberger noted that the program increases and expanding opportunities that were discussed were also a 
selling point to getting the voters to agree to the merger.  Ms. Mahusky reported that she was disappointed 
that the Spanish teacher is the only thing being discussed to be removed when it was a key point of discussion 
during the Act 46 conversations to help increase opportunities.  She noted that it was supposed to be a 
priority.  Ms. Fogg noted that while having a Spanish teacher is a great opportunity, there is a greater benefit 
to the instructional time with the classroom teacher.  Ms. Fleming noted that sometimes when people are 
looking to move to an area, they are looking at schools with “extra”.  Ms. Fogg suggested looking at grants 
for this program.   
 
There was discussion about the food service deficit, and while people love the food service program, they 
need to look at preventing the deficit.  Ms. Mahusky felt that there hasn’t been enough analysis of the food 
service program.  Ms. Powden noted that Mr. Ferenc has spoken with Mr. Carroll about the food service 
program.  There was a question about whether Ms. Powden had spoken with Laurie at CTES about their food 
service program.  Ms. Powden noted that she was speaking about them addressing the current deficit.  Mr. 
Thomson noted that there traditionally has been a deficit in the food service.  Mr. Fromberger noted that a 
good food service was important to the boards and the deficits used to be “absorbable”, but that is no longer 
defensible.  He noted that this is the case even without the other budget issues. 
 
Ms. Marks questioned the 1 principal, 2 deans of students.  Ms. Powden noted that this is not a cost savings 
function, but rather an educational decision.  Having one principal oversee both elementary schools provides 
a coordination of educational programming and more opportunities for equity.  This model also allows one 
person to provide the instructional leadership.  She noted that the principals tend to deal with a lot of other 
issues that are not instructional in nature and this model would help to alleviate that.  The deans of students 
would be responsible for student management.  There was discussion about the difference in size of the 
schools and therefore, it is likely that the dean of students at CTES would also need to have other 
responsibilities beyond being the dean.  The cost of this model is more than the cost of having 2 principals.  
However Ms. Fogg has noted that she needs a dean of students or assistance principal at CAES with the 
current student count and this model would be more expensive than what she is currently proposing. 
 
There was discussion about there still being a principal at the high school level and there is a search 
committee working on that.  There was discussion about the retiring principals being senior in their careers 
and perhaps there may be savings realized if the candidates they end up hiring are earlier in their careers.  
There was discussion about the impact of that difference on a budget of this size.  Ms. Mahusky questioned if 



the discussions about eventually moving the 6th graders to the middle school impacted the decision to present 
this model.  Ms. Powden noted that they have held off on further discussions about the 6th graders for the 
time being since that is so much change.  She questioned why they are making this kind of structural change 
to the administration now when there is the proposed transition.  Ms. Powden reported that she felt that if 
they kept the administrative structure the same, they wouldn’t change in the future.  She felt that because this 
is a new district and there are the principal retirements, now is the time to make this change. 
 
There was discussion about this proposal being a recommendation of the administration.  They have 
presented it to the finance committee as part of the budget recommendation process.  There was discussion 
about the proposal being incorporated into the budget, and then the budget having been approved, but the 
money being spent in a different way.  Ms. Stowell questioned if the parents and community members would 
have opportunity for input.  There was discussion about the voters only approving the bottom line, but the 
board has the ability to shift spending from one category to another.  Mr. Fromberger noted that the impact 
on the finances would be minimal given the 2 options for administration, therefore they might be able to 
follow either option within the proposed dollar amount.  Ms. Fleming noted that even if it saves $20,000, 
those all add up, particularly when trying to eventually cut $272,000. 
 
Ms. Powden noted that the model with a principal at each school and a dean of students at CAES represents a 
cost of $298,411.  This is more than the proposed model—about $37,000 more than 1 elementary principal 
and 2 elementary deans of students.   
 
Mr. Adams shared his summary page of significant changes to the budget.  He noted that the CAES 3/4 
teacher is estimated to cost $58,813.  The shared elementary Spanish teacher would be the same cost.  The 2 
deans, 1 elementary principal compared to 2 principals is a savings of $37,000.  If they add a dean to this 
model at CAES, that would add another $72,000 to the budget.  The flexible pathways/capstone position at 
the high school (the work is required, but the position is not).  There was discussion about the school to work 
position being a .6 fte, but that is a separate position, and is shared between GMUHS and BRHS.  Mr. Adams 
noted that the two pieces of equipment ($30,000 and $12,000) were for the high school.  The committee 
discussed removing this expense.  There was discussion about the summer custodial help.  Mr. Adams noted 
that summer custodial work is usually completed, however they can probably reduce the position and cut 
about $5000 from the budget for this work.  Mr. Adams discussed the purchased services, and the high school 
transformation program.   
 
There was discussion about the reduction of erate funding for the phone system.  There was discussion about 
the teacher retirement at CAES and the estimate is that the new teacher will cost about $24,000 less than the 
current.  Mr. Adams discussed the proposed savings with the principal retirement.  There was discussion 
about the nursing costs of about $170,000.  There is a potential savings of going to one RN and one LPN and 
the savings is about $38,840.  There are currently 2.4 fte nurses and the proposed would be to move toward 
just 2.0 fte.  There was discussion about the proposed nursing model and the report that the nurses will be 
preparing for the superintendent.  There was discussion about the students’ needs being considered and 
whether the administration is only considering the needs of IEP’s and 504 plans, or if they are also 
considering the public health benefit of the nurse.  Ms. Stowell noted that without a full time nurse, parents 
will likely send their students to school sicker than they should or be missing the nurse checking out certain 
things with the students.  There was discussion about the concern about not having a nurse present in each 
building all day.  Ms. Stowell noted that there was already some concern with the proposal of having a single 
RN and having an LPN in each of the other two buildings, but now it will be reduced even further to have 2 
people handle 3 buildings.  Ms. Stowell questioned the ability to call this single nurse before school starts 
when there is the possibility of sickness.  She noted that the nurse is a public health position.  She also noted 
her concern with having a nurse to be able to manage medical issues, such as her child’s former epilepsy.  
She noted her concern with not having a link to the building with the loss of the nurse and principal.  Ms. 
Powden noted that there is a shared nurse model at BRHS/LES/MHS already in place.  Ms. Fogg noted that 
in this model, the nurse would still be accessible, just perhaps not in one particular building.  There was 
discussion about the model changing as the students’ needs change. 
 
Ms. Fogg noted that budgets are estimates and though they do their best to plan the budget based on the 
students’ needs, they can change significantly between January and August.  Mr. Fromberger questioned the 
state transportation aid having been eliminated from the revenues.  Mr. Adams reported that they 
reimbursement is paid directly to the SU, therefore the total expense to the SU is reduced.  There was 
discussion about there being more positions for only 7 more students. 
 
Ms. Mahusky noted that the administration has heard the concerns of the committee and the community, both 
at the last meeting and at tonight’s meeting.  She noted that there is a huge savings needed.  She questioned 
what the administration needed for guidance from the committee and the board.  Ms. Powden noted that if the 
committee and ultimately the board need to have a lower budget, they simply need to state that.  Ms. 
Mahusky noted that finances are a concern, but so too is the educational programming and the opportunities 
for students, and the proposed model is a significant policy change to prior operations.  She noted that money 
is a concern, but so too is the legislature.  She felt that it is not enough to just reduce the numbers.  She felt 
that she needs to be convinced of the benefits of the models being presented because they feel like more 
administrative services and less direct services to children.  She has been reluctant to approve an additional 



teacher at CAES, but at least that is direct student services.  She noted that they have talked about an assistant 
principal at CAES for years, but have not been able to make it happen financially.  Instead they went with the 
PBIS model.  Now they are proposing both the PBIS model and the assistant principal.  She questioned how 
they can reinforce the PBIS model in order to prevent needing the assistant principal.  She suggested perhaps 
considering hiring an interim principal at CTES and coming up with other structural models. 
 
Mr. Fromberger noted that there are dire needs in the buildings for the physical plant in order to make the 
buildings safer and more energy efficient, but those things need to happen now.  In order to do that, the voters 
will need to approve a bond, but that won’t pass with a significantly increased budget in addition to a bond.  
Ms. Powden noted that she would not recommend a full time principal at CTES if they ended up moving 
toward a 2 principal model.  Ms. Fogg explained that they have made a lot of changes with the PBIS model, 
but there is significant student need and she is unable to do the work that is necessary for her because of that 
need.  Ms. Fogg noted that they used Medicaid funds for the PBIS position and also reduced para-educator 
positions.  Ms. Powden noted that the model is that if there are less than 10 full time teachers, a full time 
principal is not recommended.  Ms. Marks questioned why Mt. Holly has a full time principal.  Ms. Powden 
reported that this is a decision of the MHS board, and in this case if she is being asked to make a 
recommendation, if the original proposal is unacceptable, she would not recommend a full time principal.  A 
part time principal would be in alignment with the education quality standards.  She read aloud from the 
education quality standards.   
 
Ms. Harper suggested that instead of hiring a full time dean of students at CAES, perhaps they could stipend 
a teacher leader to take on some of those tasks.  Ms. Fogg noted that that will only work when she is out of 
the building, because they hire a sub for the teacher leader on those days and the teacher leader does her job 
for the day.  Ms. Harper noted that at CTES, the reduction in fte for the nurse caused a loss of connectivity 
for some families with the school.  Ms. Fogg noted that with the 2 dean model, there will be an administrator 
in the building each day for continuity. 
 
Mr. Fromberger suggested that the administration look at all expenses that aren’t directly related to 
instruction to see if there are any places for savings.  There are other positions that are being added that are 
not related to direct instruction, like the co-curricular director or the transportation director.  Mr. Adams 
noted that the significant savings is with reductions in positions.  He suggested that they could pull back the 
co-curricular director to an AD model.  There was discussion about facilities director is not a new position, 
but rather an expanded position.  The person in that position is currently half time.  There was discussion 
about the director overseeing all the buildings but having local head custodians in each building.  Ms. Stowell 
suggested the administration “selling” the proposal to the public, not just the financial aspect, but also the 
educational benefit aspect.  She noted that this is the first time she has considered not voting for the budget.   
 
The committee discussed the electorate balance meaning that if Chester votes to approve the budget it will be 
approved, regardless if all the other towns vote it down.  There was discussion that the board’s job is to care 
about all the towns, not just Cavendish.  Ms. Mahusky noted that this is a legitimate concern, and perhaps this 
isn’t the right time for that change.  Mr. Fromberger suggested that the budget increase should be less than 
2%.  Mr. Adams noted that they are currently at 2.7%, but the touchpoint is the revenue side is lower.  
Therefore the tax need is over 7%.  Ms. Mahusky noted that when she was on the budget committee 
previously, they aimed for less than 1.5% increase.  Ms. Fogg noted that some of the increase is due to the 
health care issues that they can’t control.  Ms. Mahusky suggested that the reason doesn’t matter necessarily.  
Mr. Adams reported that he could reduce the budget to that point, but instead of discussing whether or not to 
add another teacher, they would be talking about a reduction in some of the staff that they currently have.  He 
reported that the $400,000 in unanticipated expenses hit them before they started, but Ms. Mahusky explained 
that they still made other additions.  There was discussion about the universal free school lunch eligibility.  
There was discussion about Mr. Ferenc’s feelings about the stigma associated with signing up for free lunch 
at the high school level.   
 
Mr. Adams suggested that he could keep the overall budget at below 3% increase, but that won’t help the tax 
rate.  He suggested that the $15,750 per pupil spending level.  There was discussion about this being about 
the average between the districts.  Ms. Mahusky and Mr. Fromberger suggested that they set per pupil 
spending at $15,500-$15,750.  The committee discussed the CLA effect on the tax rates.   
 
Ms. Harper questioned if it was ever entertained to not offer transportation because it has been a large savings 
for Cavendish this year.  Mr. Fromberger reported that it wasn’t discussed, and in fact, the Cavendish 
situation is simply because they don’t have a bus driver currently.  He explained that when they joined the 
GMUHS union, they were promised that transportation would be provided for Cavendish students.  Ms. 
Mahusky explained that there are a number of students who wouldn’t be able to get to school without 
transportation.  The committee discussed the transportation concerns and parents carpooling the students to 
school.   
 
 
 
 
 



IV.  AGENDA FOR NEXT MEETING: 
The GMUSD board will be meeting on January 9, 2018 at 6:00 p.m.  There was discussion about whether the 
finance committee can meet ahead of that meeting if the business office is able to make adjustments to the budget 
by then.  The finance committee will meet at 5:00 p.m. on January 9, 2018 ahead of the GMUSD meeting.  There 
was discussion about the policy committee meeting at 5:00 on that same day.   
  

V.  ADJOURNMENT: 
Mr. Fromberger moved to adjourn at 7:37 p.m. and the motion carried unanimously.  
  
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Amber Wilson 
Board Recording Secretary 

 
 

 


